Overview Overview Overview Overview
• Dummy Data
• T0/T1
• Full Dress Rehearsals
• • Data Distribution Data Distribution
• CPU, Disk, Mass Storage 
• • Pragmatic addition of limited vital additional functionality Pragmatic addition of limited vital additional functionality
• • Stimulation will come from the physics! Stimulation will come from the physics! But also many 'big unsolved problems' for later: But also many 'big unsolved problems' for later:
• How can we store data more efficiently?
• How can we compute more efficiently?
• How can we reduce memory profiles?
• How far can we move data reduction earlier in the chain?
• How should we use virtualisation?
• •Note the high ratio of disk to cpu in the Tier 2s
•Note the high ratio of disk to cpu in the Tier 2s
•Not yet realised 
Resource Plan Resource Plan
•Recall the early data is for calibration and commissioning
•This is needed either from collisions or cosmics etc 
Interaction Between Interaction Between Computing Models Computing Models
• So far, the computing models have been tested largely independently 
